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TRANSMITTAL OF APPEAL BRIEF 
(PATENT APPLICATION-37 C.F.R. § 1.192) 

1. Transmitted herewith, in triplicate, is the APPEAL BRIEF in this application, with respect to the 
Notice of Appeal filed on December 15, 2004. 

2. STATUS OF APPLICANT 

This application is on behalf of a small entity. A statement was already filed. 

CERTIFICATION UNDER 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.8(a) and 1.10* 
(When using Express Mail, the Express Mail label number is mandatory; 

Express Mail certification is optional) 

I hereby certify that, on the date shown below, this correspondence is being: 

MAILING 
G deposited with the United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 
22313-1450. 

37 CF.R. § 1.8(a) 37 C.F.R. §1.10* 
G with sufficient postage as first class mail. X as "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" 

Mailing Label No. EV607355336US (mandatory) 

* Only the date offiling (' 1.6) will be the date used in a patent term adjustment calculation, although the date on any certificate of mailing or 
transmission under ' 1.8 continues to be taken into account in determining timeliness. See ' J. 7030. Consider "Express Mail Post Office to 
Addressee " (' 1.10) or facsimile transmission C ^6(d)) for the reply to be accorded the earliest possible filing date for patent term adjustment 
calculations. 
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3.       FEE FOR FILING APPEAL BRIEF 

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(c), the fee for filing the Appeal Brief is: 

small entity $170.00 

Appeal Brief fee due $170.00 

4. EXTENSION OF TERM 

The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.136 apply. 

Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this conditional petition is 
being made to provide for the possibihty that applicant has inadvertently overlooked the need for a 
petition and fee for extension of time. 

5. TOTAL FEE DUE 

The total fee due is: 

Appeal brief fee $170.00 
Extension fee (if any) $0.00 

6. FEE PAYMENT 

Authorization is hereby made to charge the amount of $170.00 to Deposit Account No. 502191. 

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached. 

7. FEE DEFICIENCY 

If any additional extension and/or fee is required, and if any additional fee for claims is required, 
charge Deposit Account No. 502191. 

TOTAL FEE DUE $170.00 

-jTobert D. Fish 
Registration No. 33880 
Rutan & Tucker, LLP 
611 Anton Blvd., Suite 1400 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
USA 
714-641-5100 
Customer No. 34284 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

EXAMINER: Krishnan S. Menon 

APPELLANT: Dennis Chancellor 

SERIAL NO. 10/019,066 

FILED: June 24, 2002 
FOR: Filtration Using Pressure Vessel With Multiple Filtration Channels 

ART UNIT 1723 

MS Appeal Brief - Patents 
Commissioner for Patents 

P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 
Attention: Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences 

APPELLANT'S BRIEF UNDER 37 CFR § 1.192 

This brief, transmitted in triplicate, is submitted along with the appellant's Notice of 

Appeal in this case. Please charge $170.00 to cover the cost of filing the opening brief for a 

small entity as required by 37 CFR § 1.17(c) to our deposit account number 502191. Please also 

charge any additional fees or credit any overpayment to our deposit account. 

This brief contains the following items under the headings in the order here indicated: 

L Real Party In Interest 

n. Related Appeals And Interferences 

m. Status Of Claims 

rV. Status Of Amendments 

V. Summary Of Invention 

VI. Issues 

Vn. Grouping Of Claims 

Vin. Argument 

IX. Appendix 
Oa/17/2005 HflHfEDl 00000021 502191 10019066 

01 FC:2402 250.00 Dfl 
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I. Real Party In Interest 

The real party in interest is the AppUcant, Dennis Chancellor. 

II. Related Appeals And Interferences 

There are no other appeals or interferences in this matter known to appellant. 

III. Status Of Claims 

There are 16 claims in this case. The claims on appeal are 1-3 and 6-18. 

IV. Status Of Amendments 

A response to the final Office Action dated May 05,2004 was filed on July 6, 2004. The 

examiner issued an Advisory Action on August 10, 2004. A Notice Of Appeal was filed on 

December 15,2004. Section IX recites the pending claims. 

V. Summary Of Invention 

The invention is generally directed to modularized filtration systems in which an 

elongated outer casing houses a plurality of elongated inner casings, which in tum house a 

plurality of filters (membranes). The outer casing, inner casings, and filters are disposed relative 

to one another to define a feed fluid flow path in which a feed fluid that entered an inner casing 

via an upstream inlet, and is exiting fi-om an upstream filter into a downstream filter, is diluted by 

additional feed fluid flowing into the inner casing through a downstream inlet. 

VI. Issues 

1. Whether the claim element of a "downstream inlet" is enabled by Call (U.S. Pat. No. 

4,083,780). 

2. Whether the claim element of a "downstream inlet" is necessarily inherent in Call. 
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VII.   Grouping Of Claims 

Claims 1-3 and 6-16 stand or fall together and claims 17-18 stand or fall together. 

VIII. Argument 

Background 

The appellant filed appUcation serial no. 10/019,066 for Filtration Using Pressure Vessel 

With Multiple Filtration Channels June 24, 2002 claiming priority to PCT serial number 

PCT/USOO/03107 filed February 04,2000 and U.S. provisional application serial number 

60/136739 filed May 27,1999, 

Two Office Actions and one Advisory Action have been issued for the application. In the 

Advisory Action dated August 10, 2004, the Office responded to the applicant's arguments by 

declaring them unpersuasive and maintained its rejection of all claims. 

Issue No. 1 

Claims 1,6-10, and 13-18 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being obvious over 

Call (U.S. Pat. No. 4,083,780). In declaring the claims to be obvious, the examiner held that the 

element of a downstream inlet was inherent in Call. The examiner's position can be summarized 

as follows, with reference to the attached figures: 

1. Call teaches a system of membranes with a brine seal (Figure 1). 

2. Call states in passing that a brine seal can be omitted (Figure 2). 

3. A downstream inlet (Figure 3) is inherent in the teachings of Call when a brine seal is 

omitted. 

In the response to the Office Action of May 5,2004, the appellant pointed out that Call 

was a non-enabling disclosure for the element of a downstream inlet. Li that regard the appUcant 

previously argued "[r]eferences relied upon to support a rejection for obviousness must provide 

an enabling disclosure. That is to say, they must place the claimed invention in the possession of 

the public." Beckman Instruments, Inc. v. LKB ProdukterAB 892, F.2d 1547 (Fed. Cir. 1989), 
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emphasis added. The key here is not whether Call discloses an enabling device - but whether 

Call's disclosure is sufficient to enable the invention as currently claimed on appeal. In that 

respect Call utterly fails to teach how to make and use a downstream inlet within the context of a 

multi-filter system. 

The examiner's response to the non-enablement argument was that Call disclosed that the 

brine seals were optional. The entire disclosure in that regard is "[a]lthough it is preferable that 

all feed fluid be directed through the spiral wrap elements, this feature is not absolutely 

mandatory and brine seals may be omitted in some appUcations." The examiner's argument is 

non-avaiUng because it fails to teach the claimed invention. Specifically, the disclosure fails to 

teach one of ordinary skill in the art how to create a system where feed can exit an upstream filter 

and be diluted by additional feed before entering a downstream filter (as currently claimed). 

The present claims require a downstream inlet in which feed fluid (a) exits an upstream 

filter; (b) passed into a downstream filter, and(c) in the process is diluted by additional feed fluid 

flowing into the casing through a downstream inlet. An embodiment of Call without the brine 

seals (see Figure 2), fails enable that claimed subject matter because there is no fluid exiting the 

upstream filter. . Instead, the absence of brine seals ensures that the pressure in the inter-filter 

area (between the first and second filters) is the same as the head pressure to the first filter, and 

thereby absolutely precludes feed fluid ever leaving the first filter to pass to the second filter. 

Viewed fi^om another perspective, a Call embodiment without brine seals has no 

downstream inlet because there is no upstream and downstream filters between which there could 

be an inlet. As the examiner correctly pointed out that removing the brine seal in Call would 

result in a system that "opens up a parallel flow path" (Advisory Action page 2, second fiiU 

paragraph). Such a system is completely inconsistent with a serial flow of fluid firom an 

upstream filter, through an inlet, to a downstream filter. This conclusion is required by the 

downstream inlet recited in the claims (also referred to as a "restriction orifice"), being defined as 

one that "lowers the pressure of additional feed fluid entering [the] inter-filter space" 

(specification, page 9, first full paragraph). Thus, removing the brine seal in Call produces a 

parallel flow into the various filters in which there is no upstream or downstream filters, (let 
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alone a downstream inlet), while the claimed invention requires a serial flow in which fluid flows 

from an upstream filter, through an inlet, to a downstream filter. 

Issue No, 2 

Whether a downstream inlet is inherent in Call depends upon whether it is necessarily 

present in Call. The evidence "must make clear that the missing descriptive matter is necessarily 

present in the thing described in the reference, and that it would be so recognized by persons of 

ordinary skill." Continental Can Co, v. Monsanto Co,, 948 F.2d 1264, 1268 (Fed. Cir. 1991) 

(emphasis added). As can be seen from the attached figures, a downstream inlet exists in the 

present claims (Figure 3), but not in the teachings of Call (Figure 2), The structural existence of 

a downstream inlet produces different results from that of a system simply lacking a brine seal, 

which means that Call's teaching of a multifilter embodiment without brine seals does not 

necessarily result in the claimed subject matter. 

Thus, while there may be a remote possibility that an embodiment without a brine seal 

would allow feed to exit one filter and flow into another under certain circumstances, such a 

possibility is not sufficient for a finding of inherency, "hiherency, however, may not be 

established by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a 

given set of circumstances is not sufficient." Id. at 1269 quoting In re Oelrich, 666 F.2d 578, 581 

(C.C.P.A. 1981). Accordingly, a downstream inlet cannot be said to be necessarily present in 

Call. 

Conclusion Of Argument 

In order for an element to be inherent in a disclosure, the element must be enabled and 

necessarily present. It is neither. Therefore, the applicant respectfully requests that the claim 

rejections be withdrawn. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Dated: February 14,2005 

Reg. No. 33,880 

Attorney for Appellant 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

611 Anton Blvd., Suite 1400 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Tel: 714-641-5100 

Fax: 714-546-9035 
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APPENDIX 

1. (previously presented) A filtration system comprising: 

an elongated outer casing defining an outer lumen; 

a plurality of elongated inner casings disposed within the outer lumen, each of the inner 

casings having an inner lumen in which is disposed an upstream filter and a 

downstream filter, each of the inner casings also having an upstream inlet 

positioned upstream of the upstream filter, and a downstream inlet positioned 

downstream of the upstream filter and upstream of the downstream filter; and 

the outer casing, inner casings, and filters disposed relative to one another to define a feed 

fluid flow path in which a feed fluid that entered an inner casing via an upstream 

inlet and is exiting firom an upstream filter into a downstream filter is diluted by 

additional feed fluid flowing into the inner casing through[[a]] tiie downstream 

inlet. 

2. (previously presented) The filtration system of claim 1 wherein the downstream inlet of 

an inner casing is a pressure reducing orifice adapted to cooperate with one or more other 

inlets to cause 50%-70% of feed fluid flowing through the inner casing to enter the 

upstream filter. 

3. (original) The filtration system of claim 2 wherein the opening is dimensioned to produce 

a maximum operational pressure drop of about 20%. 

4. (previously cancelled) 

5. (previously cancelled) 

6. (previously presented) The filtration system of claim 1 fiirther comprising a manifold 

fluidly coupling the inner lumen of each of the inner casings, and another manifold 

fluidly coupling the core space of each of the inner casings. 

7. (original) The filtration system of claim 6 having opposite ends, and both of the 

manifolds extending firom the same one of the opposite ends. 
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8. (original) The filtration system of claim 1 wherein at least one of the inner casings 

contains a plurality of the filters serially disposed to provide a substantially continuous 

core space, and wherein a permeate flow path extends through the substantially 

continuous core space. 

9. (original) The filtration system of claim 8 wherein the serial disposition of the fiUers in at 

least one of the inner casings defines a substantially continuous annular space between an 

inner wall of each of the inner casings and the filters disposed within the inner casings. 

10. (original) The filtration system of claim 1 wherein at least one of the filters is spiral 

wound. 

11. (original) The filtration system of claim 1 wherein at least one of the filters comprises 

hollow fiber membranes. 

12. (original) The filtration system of claim 1 fiirther comprising an energy recovery device 

that derives energy firom a waste fluid in the waste fluid flowpath. 

13. (original) The filtration system of any one of claim 1 wherein the outer casing is disposed 

substantially above ground. 

14. (original) The filtration system of claim 1 having a coupling/filter ratio <1:2. 

15. (original) The filtration system of claim 1 having a coupling/filter ratio <1:3. 

16. (original) The filtration system of claim 1 having a coupUng/filter ratio <1:4. 

17. (previously presented) A filtration system comprising: 

an elongated outer casing defining an outer lumen; and 

a plurality of elongated inner casings disposed within the outer lumen, at least one of the 

inner casings having an inner lumen in which is disposed an upstream and a 

downstream filter, such that substantially all of a waste fluid exiting the upstream 

filter is directed as a feed fluid into the downstream filter, and is supplemented by 
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additional feed fluid entering the inner lumen through a downstream inlet at a 

point between the upstream filter and downstream filter. 

18.     (previously presented) The filtration system of claim 17 wherein 50%-70% of any feed 

fluid entering the at least oiie of the inner casings enters the inner casing upstream of the 

upstream filter, and 50%-30% of the feed fluid entering the same inner casing enters at a 

point downstream of the upstream filter. 
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